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This is a picture of the new birdbath (backside) that is in my front yard. The front
of the birdbath is the face of “The Old Man in a Tree “. The stump (see the
bluebird on it!) will be moved as soon as the weather permits. I am sure the
birds hate to see it leave as much as I do because it is a wonderful perching place
for all the birds and it is so much fun to watch them (out my kitchen window)
However, it is decaying fast, so it will have to go. Birdbaths are so important
and you can go to page 6 to read a very good article on the advantages it gives to
birds of all species all year round.
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Happy Spring to us all! It’s finally that
time of year, and hopefully the worst of the
wet and cold will be behind us soon. With
all the rain we’ve had in my neck of the
woods, I’ve wondered if I’d have to launch
my kayak to get to my nestboxes to prep
them for nesting season. Cavity nesters
will be looking for new digs to move into
soon, so if you haven’t prepped your
boxes, now is the time. Check each box
for damage and insure that old nesting
material is cleaned out. Rub a layer of
Ivory Bar soap onto the ceiling to
discourage wasps. Make sure the guard is
in good repair and working properly. Add
a coating of heavy grease near the bottom
of the mounting pole to stop ants in their
tracks. Insure there are no tall weeds or
grasses around the mounting pole that
would provide a path for snakes or other
pests. Then sit back and prepare for this
year’s show. Nesting season is so much
fun to watch! All the courting behavior,
wing-waving, choosing a new home, and
the cycle from egg laying to fledging
always brings a show.
Just a little house-keeping: If you’ve
changed your email address or physical
address, please let us know so that we can
keep our mailing list up to date.
Wishing all of you a great nesting season!
Sheryl
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ATTENTION
Our nestbox program is being suspended
for the time being. Please remember to
ignore the statement on the membership
forms about the offer until further
notification. We will announce it when
we are able to go forth with the program
again.

Bluebirds prefer successful cavities—-if they are clean
By: Mark T. Stanback and Anne A. Ford

In recent decades, a contentious
discussion has taken place in the literature
as a result of two opposing assumptions
about nest-site reuse—that birds either
prefer or avoid used cavities.
Birds may prefer to reuse successful
cavities either because construction of a new
nest may constitute a significant time of
energy cost, because successful cavities are
more valuable than untested sites, or simply
because suitable nest cavities are rare.
Indeed a variety of avian species have been
shown to exhibit a preference for soiled
nests or at least lack of aversion to them.
Conversely, birds may avoid used nests
due to the ectoparasites they contain. Both
observational and experimental research has
demonstrated that nest ectoparasites can
reduce reproductive success.
Not
surprisingly, some birds have been shown
sensitive to costs associated with parasites.
Some species have been shown to
discriminate between high and low
infestation levels in used nests and choose
accordingly.
These results suggest that secondary
cavity nesters raising more than one brood
per season should take steps to minimize the
parasitism costs associated with being multi
-brooded. To assess relative importance of
nest success versus presence of soiled nests
in the nest-site decisions of Eastern
Bluebirds, we preformed a controlled
experiment addressing those two conflicting
variables simultaneously.
We manipulated nestbox choices in
Eastern Bluebirds to assess first whether the
presence of a previously used (and ,

presumably parasite-ridden) nest cavity
increases or decreases the likelihood of
within-season nest-box reuse. Second , we
wanted to determine whether birds prefer
previously successful cavities.
One hundred pairs of identical bluebird
nestboxes were erected in suitable habitat
near Davidson, Mecklenburg County,
North Carolina. The box pairs were polemounted four feet apart, 60 inches above
ground level, and both boxes within each
pair faced the same direction.
Between breeding seasons every box
was cleaned.
Consequently, at the
beginning of each breeding season,
bluebird pairs at a particular location were
choosing between two identical clean
boxes for their first nesting.
We
considered a nestbox chosen when at least
one egg was laid in it and a nesting
successful if it fledged at least one check.
We omitted renests following failures from
our analyses because bluebirds and other
species are more likely to change breeding
sites if the previous attempts fails.
After the first nesting, we randomly
assigned pairs containing a successful box
to one of two treatments. For half of those
box pairs, we removed all old nest material
(and presumably most of the active
parasite) from the used box within one
week of the first brood’s fledging. Those
experimental boxes are hereafter referred to
as clean. The clean unused boxes in those
experimental pairs are hereafter referred to
as cleaned.
Con’t on page 4
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The clean unused boxes in those
experimental pairs are hereinafter referred
to as unused. For control pairs, the boxes
were visited, but the old nests were not
removed. These boxes are hereinafter
referred to as soiled and the alternative
boxes, unused. Subsequent nesting choices
in both experimental and control pairs were
then recorded.
When adults were forced to chose
between a soiled but successful nestbox,
and an unused nest site of equal quality, 71
percent of bluebirds chose to move to the
unused box (of 45 bluebird pairs, 32
switched to the unused box, 13 reused the
soiled nests).
Thus, given a choice between a soiled
and an unused box, bluebirds chose the
unused but parasite-free cavity
significantly more often.
In the experimental treatment, we
investigated whether bluebirds were
avoiding the soiled nest or the used box.
When present with a choice between an
unused box or a cleaned used box, 75
percent of the pairs renested in the latter
(32 bluebird pairs; 24 pairs chose the
cleaned used box; 8 pairs chose the unused
box).
Thus, presented with a cleaned
successful box and an identical unused one,
bluebirds
opted to reuse the former
significantly more often. Together these
results suggest three things:
*Bluebirds recognize a cost of withinseason nest reuse and are willing to switch
nest sites to minimize parasitism.
*Bluebirds prefer successful cavities,
but only if they are clean.
* In our population, in which cost of
nest switching was minimized, the aversion
to parasites was stronger than the
preference for successful cavities.
Under natural conditions, re-nesting

bluebirds have limited options. Alternate
cavities may be scarce, distant, defended,
suboptimal, of unknown quality, or
themselves soiled. If ectoparasitism costs
are typically less than the costs of within
season nest-site changes, one might expect
nest-site limited species to reused successful
nest sites, regardless of their cleanliness.
Such a rule of thumb is not apparent in our
population.
If costs of parasitism typically outweigh
costs of nest-site switching, one might
expect bluebirds to avoid recently used
cavities, regardless of their cleanliness.
Again, we find no evidence of such a rule of
thumb. Instead, bluebirds made situational–
dependent assessments. Given a choice
between a soiled and an unused box,
bluebirds were very willing to switch to an
“untested”, but parasite-free cavity located
in the immediate vicinity. Presented with a
cleaned successful box and an identical
unused one, bluebirds opted to reuse the
former.
Faced with a novel situation, specifically
a clean successful cavity, bluebirds
responded apparently optimally. However,
the generality of our results may be limited
to within-season season nest-site reuse in
secondary cavity nesters. Despite recent
interest in effects of parasites, little effort
has been made in the literature to
distinguish within-versus between-season
nest-site reuse. In fact, with the exception
of Gowaty and Plissner (1997), most
published studies of nest-site reuse focus on
between-season patterns. With respect to
ectoparasites, those two types of nest reuse
are very different.
First, within a season, there is a much
greater probability that both members of the
pair are present and cognizant of the
parasite loads within a particular successful
nest cavity.
Con’t on page 5
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Con’t from page 4
Second, the parasitic species that take
advantage of sequential nests within a
season often differ from those that
overwinter in nest cavities. That may
explain why our results differ from those of
Davis et al (1994) in which Eastern
Bluebirds breeding in Kentucky showed a
significant preference for boxes containing
successful nests from the prior year.
Perhaps the number and variety of
ectoparasites that overwinter in bluebird
nests is low enough that the successsignaling function of nests from the
previous year out-weighs the parasitism
costs of their reuse.
By providing all bluebird pairs with
alternative nest site in the immediate
vicinity (four feet away), our study
controlled for the potentially confounding
variables of nest-site quality and
availability.
Our results indicate that
bluebirds operate under two conflicting rule
of thumb (“reuse successful cavities “ and
“avoid soiled” cavities.)These in turn are the
basis of the two conflicting hypotheses
found in the literature study, aversion to
parasites out-weighed preference for
successful cavities.
However, it would be in appropriate to
conclude that avoidance of parasites will
always outweigh the preference for
successful cavities.
We purposely
minimized costs of nest-site switching by
providing two boxes side by side. Gowaty
and Plissner’s (1997) data clearly
demonstrate that by altering the cost of nestsite switching (breeding dispersal), one can
alter the
cost of nest-site switching
(breeding dispersal), one can alter the nestsite choice eventually made by the birds.
Indeed, if the quality of alternate cavities
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is low enough, one would expect birds to
preferentially reuse soiled cavities. Nestsite preferences are thus considered to be
relative rather than absolute.
Article used with permission from the
“Bluebird” Journal of the North American
Bluebird Society. Spring 2002, Vol. 24,
No. 2
Among the literature used in preparation
of this paper were:
DAVIS, W.H., P.J. KALIZ, AND R.J.
WELLS, 1994 Eastern Bluebirds prefer
boxes containing old nests, Journal of
Field Ornithology 65:250-253.
GOWATY, P.A., AND I.H. PLISSER,
1997. Breeding dispersal of Eastern
Bluebirds depends on nesting success but
not on removal of old nests. An
experimental study, Journal of Field
Ornithology 68:323-330.
How Do Male Bluebirds Know
The Eggs Have Hatched?
In bluebirds, as in many birds, only the
female incubates the eggs.
In the
meantime, the male defends the territory
and brings food to the female. Once the
eggs hatch, both adults bring food to the
nestlings. The female, who spends more
time in the nest cavity, obviously know
when the eggs have hatched and it’s time
to start feeding the young. But how does
the male know?
This is especially
puzzling since the eggs and young are in a
dark nest cavity, where they are not easily
seen by the male. Several possibilities
have been suggested:
1. the female signals the male by a
unique vocalization or visual cue.
Con’t on page 7

How Important Are Bird Baths?
Bird baths may not be essential, but they
are helpful. The origins of man-made bird
baths are unknown, but they may have
originated with the Greeks, Romans or even
the Egyptians.
The first commercially
available bird baths are believed to have
offered in the mid –1800s in Europe. The
ubiquitous bowl on a “pedestal” design,
popular well over a hundred years ago and
still being sold today, is a class design.
But the bird baths need not be simply
ornamental; they can be very
useful
because birds need water for drinking and
bathing, but it is often challenging for birds
to find clean, open, shallow water sources,
especially in urban and suburban
neighborhoods. Summer is the season when
bird baths are most often used, but they are
very useful at all times of year. Indeed, it is
during winter that birds may face the most
difficulty in finding water.
Baths may be as simple or as elaborate as
you wish, but three elements are essential:
cleanliness, depth, and safety. Use clean,
fresh, water—the bath should be scrubbed
with a stiff brush on a regular basis (2 or 3
times a week if the bath is used by a lot of
birds) and refilled with fresh water.
A
Clean bird bath is more appealing to birds
and is less likely to spread disease. The
bath should have a shallow, sloping design
of about a half inch to up to three inches;
add a flat rock to the center of the bath if the
water is deep. And protect your bathing
birds by placing the bath well away from
low vegetation that could conceal predators
such as cats.
Other considerations include offering
moving or dripping water and the use of
small water heaters in winter,

Drippers, misters, bubblers, and heaters are
all commercially available and will greatly
enhance the attractiveness and utility of
your bird baths to birds.
Some birders scoff at bird baths, but at
times bird baths may actually be far more
helpful to birds than bird feeders, assuming
that the baths are properly situated and
maintained.
Article used with permission from the
Bluebird Journal of the North American
Bluebird Society. Summer 2017, Vol. 39,
No. 3 (Originally appeared in a slightly
different version in the Birding Community
E-bulletin.)

Photo by Evelyn Cooper
Here’s a few of the backyard Eastern
Bluebird juveniles enjoying the new
birdbath I bought last year for them right
before nesting season. It is amazing how
many other species came and bathed and
drank from it since it was an exceptionally
hot summer!
Con’t on page 7
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Con’t from page 5

bringing food to the young, while other
males needed 4 or 5 visits.
The
difference could be due to previous
experience. In any event, it appears that
males are not good at picking up hints
from their mate; rather, they need direct
evidence of hatching (sight, sound, or
smell) before taking up the task of
bringing food to their young.
1. Scott Johnson, Chelsea L. Connor,
and Andre V. Nguyen. 2016, The
Discovery of Hatching and Transition
To Feeding Young by Male Mountain
Bluebirds.

How Do Male Bluebirds Know The
Eggs Have Hatched?
2. The male sees the female
carrying eggshells out of the
cavity, or food into the cavity.
3. The male directly senses the
presence of nestlings.
Researcher Scott Johnson and his
colleagues watched hundreds of hours of
videotapes of Mountain Bluebird
nestboxes in Wyoming. They did not see
or hear any special signals form the
females that would indicate that the eggs
had hatched, so that eliminates
possibility#1.
Many of the males saw their mate
remove eggshells from the nestbox or
bring food to the nestbox, but there was no
clear response from the males (i.e. just
because they saw the females’ behavior.
They did not immediately start bringing
food items to the nestbox.) So much for
possibility #2.
However, at all 24 nestboxes under
observation, males began bringing small
food items to nestboxes with hatched eggs
only after they had perched at the
entrance of the nestbox or (more
commonly) poked their head inside or
entered completely several times. These
behaviors would have enabled them to
detect the presence of hatchlings by
sound, sight, touch or possibly even smell.
Some mates are quicker studies than
others. One male needed only one visit to
the nestbox to convince him to start

Mr. Redheaded Woodpecker really did
enjoy the birdbath this summer. He
would come and drink and bathe in it
every day, and he brought his family
too! Many other species enjoyed it also.
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